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The lunar landing also inspired a generation of future scientist, engineers, physicist, and industries. As the
private companies drive down cost through more efficient space craft designs that will be reusable the human
presence in space will expand. Phobos will be discussed later when establishing a permanent connection to
Mars is discussed. However, few of these designs have fared successful at landing smoothly. Cumulatively,
Sergei Constantinovich Krikalev, a Russian cosmonaut, has spent over eight-hundred and three days in Earth
orbit Lyndon B. Our natural resources are being overused and the land available for life is getting smaller and
smaller. If life was constantly evolved on any of the other planets, Mars is the probable contender.
Furthermore, past atmospheric conditions and a current abundance of methane gas build more justification to
martian life. The colonizing of Mars will most likely be volunteers, scientist, engineers, and factory workers.
In some ways, Mars resembles Earth. Not only that, but also there is the possibility that the sun will explode,
an ice age will occur, or an asteroid will strike. After just years a Martian settler would not be able to return to
Earth due to the weakness of the person. This vast distance from Earth is just one of the problems facing the
future missions to Mars. Astronauts will also be faced with low gravity issues. I climbed large mountains,
swam in volcanoes, and was chased by insane martian animals. It's a perfect story book planet: only six sets of
traffic lights for our hover cars, a main street where you can say hello to any of the friendly, talkative beings
nearby, lots of blazing rocks and a beautiful big canyon with an over-looking red sky. Features on Mars such
as an atmosphere, a wind-modified surface, near-surface water, volcanism, seasons, ice caps, dust storms, and
channels can be found on Earth as well, albeit slightly different in origination or intensity. Weather on Mars is
very unpredictable and involves large dust storms that sometimes are planet wide. Just as Christian Parenti
pointed out in his book Tropic of Chaos, the environmental problem, especially climate change is happening
faster than we predicted He was the second most important only to Jupiter and Neptune. The Pathfinder, which
landed on the surface of Mars was one of the missions, and the Global Surveyor, which is a satellite, is the
other mission. Everything changed on August 7, , when NASA and President Clinton told the world that a
very primitive life form had been found in a meteorite, from  Mars' red color leads us to believe that the planet
has large amounts of iron. Milton Hershey said this and his wish came true. Farmers in general are a shrinking
population. I will also briefly introduce the artist and give some background information on him There have
been many successful attempts to get a glimpse of the interesting planet, and scientists are still working on a
better solution to get there. The former American aeronaut from Montclair, New Jersey believes that since
Mars does exist, it is waiting to be reached by humans. Mars inc. In conclusion, with the power of research,
this paper will unlock the mystery surrounded with the geology of Mars. Thus the force of gravity on Mars is
about one-third of that on Earth. Of all the bodies in the solar system, Mars is by far the best candidate. See
fig.


